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ABSTRACT

Background: The area of e-Health is broad and has an excellent growth potential. An increasing number of experts believe that e-Health will fuel the next breakthroughs in health system improvements throughout the world, but there is frequent evidence of unsustainable use of e-Health systems in medical centres, particularly hospitals, for different reasons in different countries. Iran is also a developing country which is presently adopting this promising technology for its traditional healthcare delivery but there is not much information about the use of e-Health systems in its hospitals, and the weakness and opportunities of utilization of such Hospital Information Systems (HIS).

Methods: For this research, a number of Hospitals from Isfahan, Iran, are selected using convenient sampling. E-health research professionals went there to observe their HIS and collect required data as a qualitative survey. The design of interview questions was based on the researchers' experiences and knowledge in this area along with elementary interviews with experts on HIS utilization in hospitals.

Results: Efficient administration of e-health implementation improves the quality of healthcare, reduces costs and medical errors, makes healthcare resources available to rural areas, etc. However, there are numerous issues affecting the successful utilization of e-health in Hospitals, such as a lack of a perfect HIS implementation plan and well-defined strategy, inadequate IT-security for the protection of e-health-related data, improper training and educational issues, legal challenges, privacy concerns, improper documentation of lessons learned, resistance to the application of new technologies, and finally a lack of recovery plan and disaster management. These results along with some informative stories are extracted from interview sessions to uncover associated challenges of HIS utilization in Iranian hospitals.

Conclusion: The utilization of e-health in Iranian hospitals, particularly those in Isfahan, is subject to several challenges and there is no proper long-term strategy plans for HIS initiation, development, and improvement in Iranian hospitals. In order to address these problems, six recommendations are provided. Hence, human resource and e-health professionals from third party consultancy companies along with medical university scholars have to assist such hospitals to undertake the proposed solutions in order to provide proper plans to overcome future challenges and have a mature HIS in accordance with expected HIS utilization from hospitals and medical universities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Computerization of medical information was introduced about 30 years ago (1) under different names such as electronic medical records, health informatics, health information systems, health information technologies, or medical informatics, emphasizing the intersection of several fields including information science, computer science, healthcare, and business. Hereafter, all of these terms will be called e-Health. It is considered a type of service in quality improvement and aims to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of healthcare delivery (2). As yet, there is no universal definitions for e-Health (3, 4), but one of the most comprehensive definitions refers to e-Health as the cost-effective and secure use of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) in support of health and health-related fields, including healthcare services, health surveillance, health literature, and health education, knowledge, and research (5).

The increasing use of e-Health provides a wide range of benefits that this promising technology has for healthcare and can be categorized into six different areas namely clinical, economic, organizational, patient-related, professional, and technical issues (6). Furthermore, these areas can be divided into more detailed motivation drivers, like reduction of operational costs (7-14), improvement of healthcare delivery and administration (8, 11, 15), improvement of healthcare quality (9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18), reduction of medical errors (11, 13, 19), provision of healthcare resources to rural areas (11, 12, 20), improvement of ethics through privacy issues (21), utilization of e-learning and education (21), enterprise-wide integration of systems (12), improvement of time and workflow efficiency (24, 25), fraud prevention, and citizens’ privacy protection (7).

In spite of promising advantages of e-Health, it is the least developed e-technology (26) compared to other fields such as e-commerce and e-banking. However, there is evidence that largely point to failures or unsustainable e-Health utilization in different
countries (27, 28) for different reasons, such as a lack of standardization of e-Health applications (8), cost of such systems (29, 30), costs of training (30), and the diversity of platforms resulting in technical difficulties (31, 32).

The utilization of e-Health systems in hospitals also has barriers and obstacles. It should be highlighted that hospitals represent essential components of healthcare systems (33) and are one of the main targets of governments to implement e-Health applications. The applications that are provided through e-Health initiatives within hospitals include Hospital Management Information Systems (HMIS), telemedicine services, and Internet services (34), which are collectively known as HIS. The importance of HIS becomes clear when the great complexity of the nature of medical practice and the large number of interventions that each patient receives cause a high rate of errors in healthcare organizations (35). It is believed that the use of HIS in hospitals is driven by the needs to reduce medical errors (36, 39, 40) and healthcare costs (31). Nevertheless, the challenges associated with the use of such systems in the hospitals worldwide are due to their content complexity, availability of standards for the integration of various work flows, communication of databases, and people involved (17), but Jaana, Paré, and Sicotte (33) believe that hospitals are continually exploring opportunities for investing in IT to improve efficiency, promote patient safety, and provide better-quality care (39). Currently, IT priorities are mostly related to reducing medical errors, upgrading/replacing inpatient clinical systems, and implementing Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) (40).

On the other hand, e-Health in Iran dates back to the time medical laboratories started to auto-analyze medical kits and print out the results for the patients. Back then, the first domestic software package covering patient registration to discharge was developed and used in several hospitals. Later, the Social Security Organization started to equip its own medical centers with informatics equipment, and HL7 as well as Electronic Data Interchange For Administration, Commerce and Transport standards introduced into Iranian healthcare sectors. In the 2000s, several different plans were initiated, including open-source standard customization based on Iranian domestic healthcare needs, the strategic plan of the National Health ICT agency (locally it is named the TAKFAB plan), development and distribution of a specific software application for cancer records in the hospitals, and finally pharmacies’ mechanization. In this decade also some pilot and small-scale e-Health projects were initiated, and the ICD-10 standard was introduced into hospitals to record patients’ information. Iranian hospitals were equipped with communication infrastructure and hardware, and HIS were being used. The latest efforts in this area in Iran by the Ministry of Health and Medical Education are electronic health records (EHRs) definition clarification, integration of several different hospitals with different hospital information systems, and development of the SEPAS (meaning Thanks in Iranian) plan, which is a long-term plan to gather and record health-related information of all citizens but is still in the initial stage.

Nevertheless, the main aim of this article is to clarify challenges associated with e-Health systems’ utilization in Iranian hospitals on the basis of the example of Isfahan as one of the most advanced medical cities in Iran, and provide some solutions to mitigate them.

2. RESEARCH SETTING AND METHODS

This section describes the research setting and research method adopted. Different enterprise hospitals having 100 up to 1020 beds which are active in the city of Isfahan were enlisted to approach HIS-related issues using convenience sampling. The selection of 7 hospitals out of 34 ones active in this zone ensured the appropriate population and sampling method. All of these hospital cases are instructional hospitals and under the administration of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences. The reason why this zone is selected is the accessibility of data in these hospitals due to their being under the administration of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences. Each hospital is well-known in at least one specific area of expertise. For example, hospital B was known for its experts in Orthopaedics and Neurology, hospital F is more famous for its Ophthalmologists, and hospital A is well-known in almost all areas.

In these seven cases, what was interesting was the way IT departments were called. Almost all these cases, except one, have brought a vendor software developer to customize its application for them. Nevertheless, each hospital authority has decided to buy its own preferred e-Health application from vendors which has resulted in different applications running in these hospitals, except in two cases that used the same HIS application. It is note worthy that these hospitals are under the administration of the medical university, and authorities of this university have to select appropriate e-Health applications for them. However, different preferences have made the hospitals buy different HIS and as a result they cannot communicate together because of different data standard formats.

However, the team of interviewers, who were at the same time professionals and lecturers in e-Health, clarified the scope, aim, and methodology of this research. The researchers were experienced enough to ask their questions in different ways to reach the main points and facts of HIS implementation and utilization in these hospitals. Having enough information within the context of HIS in hospitals enabled the preparation of in-depth questions to be asked during interview sessions, and the same questions were delivered to be asked from hospital authorities, particularly Computer units and Information departments.
A set of these questions is provided in the Table 1. The objective of these questions was to uncover and extract participants’ information around all aspects of HIS in these hospitals.

The groups being interviewed in these hospitals were IT staff who were working in computer units/departments/centers of these hospitals and who had enough information about all aspects of e-Health applications, particularly through their experiences in these hospitals. The above mentioned criteria were the major factors to select appropriate candidate for interview. All of the selected interviews were experts with several years of experiences in their professional fields. They were normally working in IT or Computer departments/units and were mature in their responsibilities. The interview with more than twenty experts in these hospitals clarified all aspects of this research and let to capture required information on this matter.

The exploratory approach was used in an attempt to understand the meaning of e-Health from IT staff’ point of view in the respective hospitals to ensure the validity of answers. However, the main aim of these interviews was to capture the coverage, challenges, and lessons learned from the utilization of HIS in hospitals prior to acquiring information about their e-Health strategy and security in these hospitals.

Finally it should be mentioned that the meeting sessions were scheduled and held several times and lasted between 30 to 96 minutes to reach needed results and insure that an adequate amount of information was obtained. This phase lasted four months, beginning from March 2012. Then, the process continued to analyze collected data via a descriptive approach. Although there is sophisticated software readily available which can analyze input voice responses and extract expected phrases and expressions, they may miss some important data, particularly informative stories. Thus, the researchers elected not to use such technologies, met together, and analyzed and categorized the acquired data. This approach was beneficial and powerful, but time-consuming to reach expected outcomes. This phase continued until January 2013.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Hospital A: A Multi-Purpose Hospital

This hospital is the biggest and the most sophisticated hospital in the region in terms of the number of beds and different services provided. More than 20 years of working experience led to having some of the most famous medical professionals in different areas. MRI, CT-Scan (different models), ERCP, etc. are some of the equipment being used in this medical center to serve more than 4700 patients admitted to this hospital per month. Having all specialty and super specialty wards has made this hospital a hub for people in the state and even neighboring ones.

The application and usage of informatics in this hospital dates backs to the time this hospital was opened, as some equipment were able to print out and save out data on cartexes and tapes but no integrated and unique HIS were being used until 5 years ago when a self-developed HIS was utilized within all wards, labs, centers, and departments aiming to increase the efficiency and productivity of staff and equipment, smooth the work flows, enhance data quality, and improve the satisfaction of patients. This HIS, which is able to analyze and categorize collected data, is a typical Decision Support System(DSS) to support management board in this hospital and produce required reports for different stakeholders.

The HIS in this hospital is developed with Delphi software and uses MS-SQL server as the repository for medical and none-medical data. The network topology in this hospital is star and different types of physical communication platforms, mostly optic fiber and Cat 7 cables, are used for communication between different equipment and repositories such as PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication System), etc. Nevertheless, this HIS is not adapted to any standard such as HL7 aimed to enable communication with neighbors or other HIS in different hospitals. Moreover, there are no specific strategies for HIS long-term utilization, but recently some steps have been taken to prepare such strategy plans.

In terms of security issues, all systems are port protected and no one can access USB ports of system. In addition, no data or additional file could be saved on the system as a PC restart will restore all settings to default, and users’ data and files will be eliminated. Thus, no serious virus attacks were reported and the HIS administrators have not decided to install any antivirus software on user’s PCs, just on the hospital unique server. The hospital authorities also conduct regular crisis meetings to be proactive prior to potential threats, both information technology and non-information technology problems, at any time.

3.2. Hospital B: A Hospital specialized in Orthopedics and Neurology

This hospital is one of the oldest hospitals in Isfahan, providing different medical services in 18 different clinical units, but the most famous wards are Orthopedics and Neurology well-known in the region. It is equipped with several medical devices such as CT-SCAN, ECG, EEG, EMG, etc., aimed to give sophisticated services to patients.

This hospital has experienced three periods of using IT systems. During the first, some isolated applications were used to print out different laboratory results and some simple reports. There was no network infrastructure but some islanded DOS-based systems were producing some different medical results. Later, one of the laboratory technicians started to develop an in-house application to support all hospital laboratories with more capabilities almost 10 years ago. This application was developed on the basis of an analysis of users’ requirements, and most of users
were happy with that. However, for every required change, the technician (application developer) had to change the source directly and then update the application again. Although this application was a unified tool to connect and manage all data in the whole organization of the hospital, it had an elementary basic structure. It was not able to support management decisions and prepare different reports. Thus, it could not be addressed as an HIS. Moreover, once the technician left the hospital no one could update the tool and the related service support.

Having this experience made the hospital authorities think seriously, as they understood the importance of HIS without which created a bottleneck for their hospital. They preferred to buy an HIS system. So, they consulted with experts and implemented required infrastructure, especially a high capacity network with star topology. The new HIS replaced the old one 2 years ago. Now, the authorities are satisfied with the new HIS as it satisfies almost all their requirements, such as a DSS; financial, reception, and patient medical document support in compliance with International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-10; communication with the PACS system; nurses’ observing patient’s results without physically attending laboratories, and so forth. This 3-tier application—which aims to minimize communication between server and user’s PCs—smoothes all activities and steps from reception (to register patient’s data) through all wards, pharmacy, and other laboratory results, to the end of process where the patient’s financial information is ready to be announced and printed out for that patient.

Currently, this hospital has no e-Health strategy and the management board has not considered future needs and plans. The Computer Site staff are only working to manage daily needs of the hospital and are mostly reactive to IT requirements of the users. Moreover, the HIS system has been attacked by different viruses previously, and they are using network antivirus software to protect their valuable data. However, hackers are still able to attack their system and manipulate or broadcast the patients’ data without prior permission. In addition, there are no IT security protection mechanisms and the staff are not familiar with IT security standards such as ISO/IEC 27001. Although the crisis committee holds regular meetings, the IT and non-IT staff are not familiar with its importance.

3.3. Hospital C: A Hospital specialized in Urology

This hospital is one of the oldest hospitals in the region with more than 92 years of service to patients. Neurology and Renal Transplantation, Hemodialysis, and Peritoneal Dialysis are major services of this hospital, making it renowned as a hub in this specific area of expertise. The Spirometry, Muscle tape (EMG), Electroencephalography (EEG), Electrocardiography (ECG), and Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) are some services provided in this hospital as well.

This hospital’s almost 100 years of experience demonstrates the whole process of informatics development from the beginning. The first tapes and Indexes were used in this hospital and then an isolated DOS based system was installed to facilitate reception and financial services. However, the new HIS system was ordered by medical university and a vendor from Tehran installed a network-based application to integrate, to among all areas of the hospital; wards, pharmacy, reception, financial departments. This HIS is developed with Delphi software, uses an SQL database, and runs on star topology network platform.

However, the major HIS-related issues in this hospital could be listed as follows:

- The hospital has no e-Health strategies.
- The vendor is far from them and it takes some time to update their system on the basis of their needs.
- IT authorities have experienced several virus attacks which infected even their server.
- The selection of the big bang approach to imple-
ment the new HIS stimulated some major resistance from staff, particularly seniors.

Nevertheless, the hospital has regular crisis meeting, but the role of IT is not considered important in this hospital and there is no plan for IT security protection such as ISO/IEC 27001. Moreover, the users and server are only using a password method to protect their systems and data, and there are not applied any data encryption methods.

3.4. Hospital D: A Hospital specialized in Disaster and Burn

This hospital is considered a hub for burn patients from south, west and center of the country, and more than 2300 patients are accepted per year. Having six different wards, including separate children’s, females’, and males’ burn wards, along with the plastic and reconstructive surgery one has made a sophisticated hospital for patients in a major part of the country.

Having such an important position would require a mature infrastructure and perfect human resource to prepare and manage information systems, but only limited equipment and one IT expert is available to manage this vital part of hospital. Some major challenges of the HIS in this hospital are thus:

An inadequate server is installed with poor equipment to serve users and patients. No external access is available for stakeholders due to inadequate information security protection mechanisms in place, and virus attacks which were experienced before. For example, this hospital has experienced USB ports abuses like other hospitals in the region and the authorities have also experienced an occurrence of server shutdown before due to hardware failure which stopped all related activities for a while.

No secondary servers are still available and the same terrible occurrences are still likely.

Application change due to different requests received from users and insurance companies is a common activity in the Computer Center Office but the vendor is far from the hospital and simple changes in the HIS needs take almost one month to occur.

This hospital suffers from a lack of any well-defined missions and visions, and there are no IT strategic plans to determine the long-term IT utilization in this hospital. The staff are not kept up-to-date with the new HIS system and some useful changes were made in the new system to satisfy users, the HIS was accepted as a part of hospital system and no longer were complaints received.

The infrastructure of this hospital is more complete compared to other hospitals. The HIS is using one main server and another back-up server to save data. The star topology which is a typical type of networking topology is installed in this hospital, and different systems and users can communicate via cable media, but the media does not have a high-enough capacity to convey video and high capacity messages.

This hospital has no IT strategic plans and there are no independent committees to manage IT-related activities to mitigate or eliminate the challenges. The security issues such as virus attacks are reported but no major problems arose. The USB ports are blocked but hospital’s critical data are still at risk.

3.6. Hospital F: A Hospital specialized in Ophthalmology

This hospital was built almost 80 years ago to serve particularly eye patients. Electroretinogram (ERG) and other sophisticated equipment of this hospital have made it a centre to serve 800 patients per day. Yet, only two people are active in the Informatics Unit, one technician and one bachelor degree expert.

The new HIS system was installed almost two years ago and the vendor is from the same city. The possibility to communicate more frequently with vendor has led to updating and making changes quickly in the HIS as required and the staff were so happy with the support received. Also, the staff were trained before and after HIS installation enabling them to utilize the HIS as quickly as possible.

One major issue is a lack of an IT strategy in this hospital, but the authorities have plans to prepare one. Another issue is IT security worries and a lack of any proper approaches to prevent virus attacks as well as other possible abuses. However, the new HIS system has automated several different work flows in the hospital and users can easily work with that. They also are pleased to work with an improved HIS with high-level support.

3.5. Hospital E: A Hospital specialized in Cardiovascular Diseases

This is the most famous hospital in terms of cardiovascular diseases in the region, and Transposition of the Great Arteries (TGA), Truncus Arterious and Heart Transplant are common surgeries in this hospital.

This hospital is using a new HIS installed three years ago and the vendor is a company far from the location. The distance between the vendor and hospital has imposed some limitations and problems on users. For example, having major requests to change the HIS has produced only one version update till now. Moreover, the vendor has installed the new HIS and few instructional workshops are held. Thus, users, who are mostly nurses, were confused with the new HIS, along with some resistance and then complaints followed. To overcome those issues during HIS initiation, the IT department had to stay in the hospital for 24 hours and it took almost 5 days to mitigate the emerging challenges. Once users became comfortable with the new HIS, and some useful changes were made in the new system to satisfy users, the HIS was accepted as a part of hospital system and no longer were complaints received.

The infrastructure of this hospital is more complete compared to some other hospitals. The HIS is using one main server and another back-up server to save data. The star topology which is a typical type of networking topology is installed in this hospital, and different sub-systems and users can communicate via cable media, but the media does not have a high-enough capacity to convey video and high capacity messages.

This hospital has no IT strategic plans and there are no independent committees to manage IT-related activities to mitigate or eliminate the challenges. The security issues such as virus attacks are reported but no major problems arose. The USB ports are blocked but hospital’s critical data are still at risk.
3.7. Hospital G: A Gynecological Hospital

This hospital is only serving women with female nurses and medical and non-medical staff who are working in Oncology, Internal Medicine, Infectious Diseases, General Surgery, Urology, Rheumatology, Orthopedics, Ophthalmology, and Dermatology wards. Around 300 receptions per day highlight the importance of this hospital as the unique hospital with this specification in the region.

The Informatics Unit is operating with only one staff, showing the improper attention to IT aspect of hospital services, and the HIS was bought 6 years ago from a vendor far from the hospital. The problem of distance between customer (hospital) and vendor is found again in this hospital. Also HIT committee is holding regular meetings every three to four months to decide on IT matters in the hospital.

Also this hospital has no proper IT strategies or security plans, but has implemented ISO 9000 before. Based on this standard some documents are prepared which are able to support parts of HIS work flows in the hospital and clarify the rules and responsibilities of Informatics Unit and related staff.

4. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

As stated before, e-Health is a cost-effective and secure application of ICT in support of health and health-related fields, but it suffers from several shortcomings during its utilization in healthcare organizations, including a lack of a clear definition of e-Health as well as ambiguous plans to pursue the effective application of e-Health systems in medical care centers, particularly hospitals. Nevertheless, this paper is based on a review of e-Health situation, coverage, and strategy in different hospital cases. The advantage of the selection of different case studies with different e-Health applications and HIS was to have a multidimensional viewpoint toward e-Health coverage, situation, and strategy in Iranian hospitals.

It is believed that, e-Health has excellent potential to grow in the future as it will fuel breakthroughs via the improvement of efficiency and effectiveness of healthcare delivery in medical sectors. Despite the advantages of e-Health applications such as enhanced patient access to better healthcare, reduced total healthcare costs, and higher overall quality of healthcare delivery in different areas such as clinical, economic, organizational, patient-related, professional, technical issues, etc., e-Health remains the least developed e-technology compared to other e-technologies because of several challenges mentioned above.

Iran is a developing country that has national plans such as TAKFAB and SEPAS as well as organizational e-Health projects such as HISs in hospitals where they have been implemented or are under development. The findings of this study emphasize that almost all of these mentioned hospital case studies do not have any e-Health development strategies at all. Nevertheless, the challenges of e-Health utilization in Iran relates to some fundamental issues, primarily a lack of e-Health strategy for HIS development, standardization of e-Health applications and also improper privacy and security mechanisms. Moreover, improper management support and technical administration and also resistance to change along with improper vendor selection are major barriers to utilize e-Health concept and HIS in Iranian hospitals. Finally, the administration of medical university has no proper knowledge about management and sharing systems to save and deliver those informative lessons learned. Thus, one major mistake such as selection of vendors with no perfect support has happened several times and this sub-story can recur.

However considering these barriers, the best propositions for these challenges are presented to provide long-term successful HIS utilization in Iranian hospitals. These solutions within six general areas are proposed to mitigate or remove these indefinite challenges:

Hospitals in Iran are administrated by both Ministry of Healthcare and Medical Education, and Ministry of National Welfare. It is known that the hospitals under the administration of Ministry and Healthcare and Medical education are developing their HIS without any well-defined approaches. It is observed that in some hospital HIS are selected on the basis of observation and analysis of different available HIS proposed by different vendors in the country and they have not paid attention to the optimal requirements of their hospital needs. Thus, the ministry should manage teams of experts with previous experience aimed to first define a clear IT strategy on this matter for HIS in the hospitals, and then collect general e-Health requirements of hospitals and define a clear strategy to select vendors to propose their HIS according to hospital needs. Moreover, vendors have to support their applications fully as all hospital cases with outsourced HIS faced supplementary issues on the vendors’ part. Those vendors which are far from hospitals have to open an office nearby or inside the hospitals. It may not be cost-effective but a lack of such supports has caused major detriment to hospitals and patients. It may be better to select the same vendor for more than one hospital to solve this problem and automatically solve the problem of different standard formats as well.

All interviewers had experienced the negative effects of isolated systems which caused duplication of data entry, patient’s dissatisfaction with the system, several discounts from multiple different services, but even in some cases more than total costs. The same issue is problematic between hospitals. Although all hospitals are operating under the administration of one medical university, medical university authorities have to ask from the statistics departments of each hospital to produce physical (paper-based) reports, analyze them, and then send them to the medical university. Having a standard format of HIS (in spite of its being developed by different vendors) can
lead to the monitoring of the hospitals’ data without direct review of physical paper reports. In general, a lack of standardization is a major issue throughout the world, but some countries have developed proper plans to mitigate negative effects of it.

All hospital cases received virus attacks; even one of them had experienced virus infection of their unique server. Moreover, all cases had their own experimental solutions to block ports, particularly USB ports of users’ PCs. However, the IT security issues are inadequate in the healthcare centres despite strong physical security they have. No one of the servers were protected by data encryption tools, thus it is possible to support patient’s privacy in these hospitals. As a part of the HIS strategy, hospital authorities have to prepare a national IT security framework, preferably according to ISO/IEC 27000 family standard, to protect all data available on healthcare servers. Such mechanisms can lead to the protection of healthcare data, and an increase in patient privacy in these hospitals.

The methodology to select directors of hospitals in Iran is still traditional and based on the eligibility of one of the most famous super specialists in the hospital. This person may not necessarily be a good manager and familiar with management fundamentals. Such hospital administration has caused several problems, and this method of head selection has not changed yet. The director of hospital have to be familiar with different areas of expertise in addition to general information about healthcare. Moreover, there is not such a defined position as a Chief Information Officer (CIO) in hospitals and the roles of IT departments vary from one hospital to another. As mentioned before, even the same department is called differently in different hospitals. Thus, the administration of hospitals would better be granted to an eligible person who is familiar with management principles. Moreover, the roles of IT departments have to be redefined in accordance with the importance of HIS in hospitals.

Resistance to change is always a matter of concern during any technology implementation in different organizations, and hospitals are not an exception. A lack of knowledge and experience of hospital management to transfer HIS technology to hospitals always causes resistance from medical and non-medical staff. Normally, after the implementation of HIS system, the training sessions start. These behaviors make users unhappy, especially once they have experienced previous systems and they are satisfied with them. Thus, following experts ‘guidance led to the mitigation of potential resistance from users. Moreover, proper implementation plans including training sessions, distribution of users’ manuals, and small gatherings help to increase the HIS systems’ acceptance in hospitals. In accordance with Electronic Medical Record Adoption Model (EMRAM) (www.himss.org) for HIS utilization in hospitals, the most mature HIS has to be able to deliver a paper-less system with a complete EMR; Continuity of Care Document (CCD) transactions to share data; Data warehousing; and Data continuity with ED specifications. However, there are some barriers to attain the top level of this ranking system by Iranian hospitals. Besides the barriers mentioned before, there is a legal barrier imposed by the government and the judicial system. The problem is that all medical records have to be archived in physical format for at least 5 years. Moreover, the surgery information of every patient has to be in physical format. Although some improvements are being made, insurance companies also require the a paper-based physical format of patient’s documents. Thus, some initiatives are needed in order to find solutions to protect patients’ rights and also EMRAM requirements.

The authors aim to extend their scope of research to other dimensions within the country. Clarification of on-going national e-Health projects in line with the Iranian 5-year national plan helps to uncover the government’s efforts and achievements, and probably provides lessons learned within each hospital during HIS utilization.

Research Limitations
The researchers were able to look at all areas of interest within the scope of this research in the respective hospitals. Thus, there were no problems with data and document access in these hospitals. However, major information resources were obtained from oral interviews and almost limited trusted sources of collected data as evidence for this research are found.
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